Introduction
Let /z be a positive unit Borel measure with infinite support on the interval In this paper we demonstrate that the equilibrium measures of the carriers are weak limits of the zero measures of the orthogonal polynomials associated with the so-called carrier related measureL A carrier is a Borel subset of the support having unit measure, and two measures are carrier related when they share the same set of carriers. An equilibrium measure is a potential theoretic measure which in the instance of a compact set is energy minimizing.
Other related results and open questions will be discussed in Section 5. 
Statement of Theorem
The support S(I-~) of a positive unit Borel measure/z on I is the smallest closed set of unit ~-measure. When S(tz) is an infinite set such a measure/z is called a weight measure. The capacity of a Borel set B is taken as its inner capacity
where K is a compact subset of B, and C(K) is the capacity of K as derived from the logarithmic potential function [5] 
The following are properties of capacity [5] : for Borel sets B1 and B2,
Associated with a set of carrier related measures are two numbers,
taken over the carriers B. When C = C we say that/z is a determined measure, and undetermined otherwise. To see the existence of an undetermined measure let O be a dense open subset of I with C(O)=)t < 89 Let f(x) be a positive, Lebesgue integrable function defined on O with ~o fdx = 1. If we define a measure /~ by/x(B) =~n,-,ofdx for Borel sets B, then/x is a unit measure with _C = )t and = 89 [5] .
The equilibrium measure for a bounded Borel set B of positive capacity is the unique measure/zB which satisfies the following [3, p. 92]:
for all z in a Borel subset B* of B of the same capacity.
We now state the theorem which we will prove in the next section. We conclude this section by stating three other results on weak limits due to the first author whose proofs will appear elsewhere. Let/x be a weight measure with _C > 0. Let/~ denote the equilibrium measure of the support, let ~ denote the equilibrium measure which is common to the carriers whose capacity is C, and let An(V)= (S (P.(x, v) 
C. If/z is undetermined, and v is any weak limit of the zero measures of some carrier related measure, then
~(B) <_ v(B) <_ ~_(B)
for any Borel subset B of {z: U(z, ~) =log(_C-])}.
Proof of Theorem
The property of being carrier related is equivalent to being mutually absolutely continuous [7] , and hence it will suffice to construct a positive a.e. /.~ Borel measurable function to(x), S to(x)d/z = 1, such that dr=to(x)dim yields the requisite property.
We now state three lemmas. Lemmas 2 and 3 will be proved in Section 4, and Lemma 1 is due to Szeg6 and Tonelli. 
(i) If K contains at least n points, then there is a unique monic Chebychev polynomial T, ( x, K) of degree n satisfying
Let K be a compact set of positive capacity and let 1"/ be the unbounded component of the complement of K in C. The potential function U(z, I~r) is harmonic for z ~ l~, and when it is continuous on C we say that K is regular. Ancona [1] , [2] has shown that each Borel set B with C(B)> e > 0 has a regular compact subset ~r such that C(~) > C(B) -8 for each value of 8 where 0 < 8 < e.
Let N~(z) denote the e-neighborhood of z, i.e., N~(z) = {w: [w-z I < e}. 
J.L. Ullrnan and M. F. Wyneken Lemma 2 ([6]). Let tx be a weight measure, let B be a Borel subset of S(I,t), and let if{ be a regular compact subset of S(Ix ). Assume that tz( B c~ N~( x ) ) > O for each x ~ ~ and alle > O. Then
for all x in some Borel subset B* of B of the same capacity. and let A1 = Al,x u. 9 . u Al,t~ u Ao. Finally, define St, L1, by L1 = K3,~, u A1 so that C(L~)<A+e~ [3, We refer to these as properties (a), (b), etc., later in this section. Then let
w~ (x) = XK, (x)(t~( Kp) )-'( ( ;t /2) 2".-' -(;t/2)2:,),
where Xx, (x) is the characteristic function of the set Kp, and let
<,>(:<)=c ~. w.(~)+c ~ Z ~',,.(x)=W,(x)+ W2(x),
where c is chosen so that S to(x) d/z = 1. Note that W~(x)> 0 a.e. #. Then for sp+l < n -< sp+2, p = 1, 2,..., 
N~(~) = J (P.(x. ~))2 d~

= I (P.(x, ~))2~(x) d~
<-f (T.(x, L~))=~(x) d~ 3 ([5])
=I (T"(x'Lp))2to(x)dlz+Is (T"(x'Lp))2W3(x)dI~
Lp (~)-Lp +Is (r.(x. L,))2W2(x) cl~
= c22" ~ I~(Kk-Kp+2)(tz(Kk))-'((A/2) 2:k-'-(A/2)2:Q
Finally, 
Nk~ ( v) >--c( cp, ko)ll Pko (x,
(property (d)) which when n tends to infinity leads to the contradiction of the inequality above. 
Some Related Results and Some Open Questions
If we let h,(/z) = (Nn(tz)) 11", then we have the following results:
(a) ( [5] , [9] ). _C(/~) < limn-.~o A,(g) < l']mn-,~ An(g)-< C(g).
(b) ( [7] ). {h,(~)},~176 need not converge if _C < C. (c) ( [7] ). The limit point set of {hn(/z)},~o is a closed interval. Thus if _C = r lim,~o An = r and if C_ < C no further information can be obtained about the norm behavior from measurements on the carriers.
Thus the relationship between the carriers of a weight measure and the norm behavior is completely settled, and we look at the weak limits of zeros of orthogonal polynomials. In the light of the result of the present paper we have the following open questions:
(a) If _C > 0, is every weak limit the equilibrium measure of a carrier?
